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Abstract. The problem of removing blemishes in mosaics of building facades caused by foreground objects such as trees may be framed in terms
of inpainting. Aﬀected regions are ﬁrst automatically segmented and then
inpainted away using a combination of cues from unoccluded, temporally adjacent views of the same building patch, as well as surrounding unoccluded patches in the same frame. Discriminating the building
layer from those containing foreground features is most directly accomplished through parallax due to camera motion over the sequence. However, the intricacy of tree silhouettes often complicates accurate motionbased segmentation, especially along their narrower branches. In this
work we describe methods for automatically training appearance-based
classiﬁers from a coarse motion-based segmentation to recognize foreground patches in static imagery and thereby improve the quality of the
ﬁnal mosaic. A local technique for photometric adjustment of inpainted
patches which compensates for exposure variations between frames is
also discussed.

1

Introduction

For a task such as vision-based architectural modeling, one subgoal is to obtain “clean” texture maps of the planar building faces with foreground objects
removed. Image/video inpainting or completion [1, 2, 3, 4], a method for image
restoration or object removal, suggests a way to remove larger foreground elements by interpolating building features spatially and/or temporally. Typically,
the region to be ﬁlled is user-speciﬁed, but in previous work [5] we showed
how problem areas could be automatically identiﬁed using motion cues. In that
work, we observed that pure spatial inpainting is strictly necessary only where
the background is never seen for the entire sequence, and that median ﬁltering
suﬃces when it is present in a majority of views. Our major contributions were
(1) how to ﬁnd the holes to be ﬁlled and (2) how to use building regions visible
in a non-zero minority of views to constrain what should be painted there. By
combining spatial information from pixels in a partially-completed mosaic with
the temporal cues provided by images in the timeline, or sequence of images
captured, sequences that present signiﬁcant diﬃculties for existing backgroundsubtraction techniques could be well-handled.
G. Bebis et al. (Eds.): ISCV 2006, LNCS 4292, pp. 1634–1646, 2006.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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Feature-based registration
using RANSAC

Affine rectification and
bundle adjustment

Compute median mosaic

Stack timeline of background
stabilized images

Extract building and foreground
patches as training examples
using motion cues

Calculate Median Absolute
Deviation (MAD) and mark
high MAD pixels as a hole

Stage 1: Timeline inpainting
of majority-occluded pixels

Learn static appearance
model for patches

Stage 2: Pure spatial inpainting
of unanimously occluded pixels

Final clean mosaic

Fig. 1. System diagram for recovering clean texture maps. The thick red boxes indicate
where the novel techniques discussed in this work ﬁt into the overall framework.

This paper extends our previous work in several signiﬁcant ways to achieve
considerably improved results on diﬃcult sets of images. First, we have found
that motion cues and inpainting alone have shortcomings in eliminating certain
foreground elements such as leaves and thin branches. An inability to recognize
patches in the timeline containing such features tended to introduce subtle artifacts into the ﬁnal mosaic, primarily because our method for measuring motion
energy was not ﬁne-grained enough to capture high-frequency occluders.
In [6] we enhanced the algorithm with a PCA-based measure of appearance
similarity for patch selection in the spatiotemporal inpainting algorithm. By
learning a local model of the building appearance from a set of exemplar patches,
inpainted regions were virtually indistinguishable from the previous SSD-based
method and ﬁlled in more than an order-of-magnitude faster–a key improvement when dealing with long sequences and panoramas. While the focus of that
work was eﬃciency, appearance cues (vs. solely motion-based ones) suggested
additional avenues for increasing the quality of foreground-background discrimination that we explore further in this paper. In the next sections we will brieﬂy
review our basic algorithm from [5], which we call timeline inpainting, describe
our procedures for patch classiﬁcation and photometric alignment, and present
results for several diﬀerent building sequences.

2
2.1

Timeline Inpainting
System Framework

Figure 1 shows a system diagram of the timeline inpainting framework introduced in previous work [5]. Given a building sequence, it outputs a texture map
of the facade with all foreground elements removed - as illustrated by Fig. 2
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Every alternate frame from 9 to 17 in the 18 frame sequence

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Result from various stages of our algorithm for the Building A sequence (top
row). The central windows are occluded in almost all frames making the case for inpainting. (a) Median mosaic. Foreground pixels are intermingled with the background
when they are in the majority of frames. (b) MAD outliers that will be fed to the inpainting algorithm for ﬁlling. (c) Result after timeline inpainting (Stage 1). (d) Result
after spatial inpainting (Stage 2).

containing the result from various stages of this algorithm. The boxes in the
system diagram are shaded according to its function, and the thick red boxes
indicate where the novel techniques introduced in this work ﬁt in. The pipeline
begins by computing the dominant planar motion (assumed to belong to the
building facade) between successive pairs of images It , It+1 in a sequence of N
frames. This sequence is expected to be captured from a robot platform while
moving around the building perimeter (1-D scanning motion). A line detector is applied on the warped images to compute the rectifying homography.
Finally, a full bundle adjustment is carried out to compute a single frame-tomosaic homography for each frame. The result is a stack of background stabilized
images Wt .
Each location p = (x, y) in the mosaic reference frame has a set of pixels from the background stabilized images {Wt (p)} associated with it which
we call its timeline T (p). Intuitively, since all pixels on the building facade exhibit the dominant motion, they should appear stationary in the mosaic whereas
foreground objects such as trees and signs move due to parallax. Given that
each T (p) contains an unknown mixture of background and foreground object
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pixels, our goal is to correctly pick or estimate each background pixel M(p)
where |T (p)| > 0, forming a timeline mosaic Mtime . It is also important to
identify those pixels where the background was never imaged (unanimously occluded), in which case regular image completion needs to be done based on
contextual information from the rest of the mosaic. The result of the second
stage would be the required texture map of the building mosaic M. These
two stages are shown in the green boxes forming the central component of our
algorithm.
The boxes to the left of the main pipeline indicate that the median mosaic
Mmed is used as an initial robust estimator. The temporal median belongs to
the background only if it was imaged in a majority (> 50%) of frames. We use
the median absolute deviation (MAD) [7] metric to threshold out outlier pixels.
These are marked as holes to be inpainted over.
The key contribution of this paper is shown in the yellow boxes to the right
of the central pipeline. Most exemplar-based methods [8, 9] use the SSD as the
distance function d(·, ·) between two image patches. For large search regions (as
typically occurs with panoramas or videos), this could be very computationally
expensive. We therefore try to “learn” a more compact representation of building and foreground patches to measure building likelihood. Since appearance
models can vary with location or season, motion cues are exploited to bootstrap
the learning process by generating positive and negative examples of building
patches. A pixel-wise Gaussian color model is also learnt to complement the
coarser patch-based models. The techniques will be elucidated in greater detail
in the following sections.
We ﬁrst discuss some other improvements we’ve made to the overall framework
including patch selection by better fusion of motion and appearance likelihoods,
radiometric alignment of patches from distant frames, and incorporating domain
knowledge to assist Stage 2 of spatial inpainting. We will then describe the
appearance models used.
2.2

Patch Selection

Consider a patch Ψp̂ on the ﬁll-front boundary of the timeline mosaic Mtime
that is the next to be inpainted. Pixels in its unﬁlled part Ψp̂ ∩ Ω (where Ω is
the hole) will come from the corresponding part of one timeline patch Ψp̂∗ ∩ Ω.
The building likelihood of each timeline patch in Ψp̂t is jointly measured by the
appearance and motion energy as
B(Ψp̂t ) = papp (Ψp̂t )p̄motion (Ψp̂t ).

(1)

Pixels are then copied from Ψp̂∗ determined by ∗ = argmaxt B(Ψp̂t ). The exact
deﬁnition of the terms on the right side will be deferred until the next section,
but suﬃce it to say that they represent the likelihood of a patch belonging
to either the building or the foreground based on appearance and motion cues
respectively. To prevent copying patches from timelines where the background
was never imaged, we set appearance and motion thresholds Tapp and Tmotion .
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Without correction

With correction

Fig. 3. Results of photometric correction during inpainting on Building C sequence

Tapp varies with the appearance model used and is determined by cross-validation
experiments on the training set. Tmotion is set to 0.8 implying that patches
with more than 80% of pixels above the motion threshold τmotion will not to
be included in the computation of (1). The learnt models will be shown to be
discriminative with well separated decision boundaries, thus easing the task of
setting these thresholds.
Since (1) operates on patches, it does not guarantee against blemishes in the
mosaic that occur when tiny fragments of foreground pixels are copied over.
Thus a per-pixel decision is also made before copying patches from the timeline
- once again based on appearance and motion. The Gaussian color model is used
to threshold out bad pixels based on the RGB values, while pixels with motion
energy below τmotion are also not copied to Mtime . This combined framework
allows us to ﬁnd the right balance between spatial and temporal cues at either
ﬁne-grained or coarse-grained resolutions.
2.3

Photometric Alignment

For a sequence with signiﬁcant variations in intensity, either due to lighting
changes in the scene or automatic camera controls, the seams between overlapping patches may be pronounced. Graph-cut and gradient-domain algorithms
[10, 11] have been used to minimize these eﬀects in mosaicing and texture synthesis. Since most of the photometric variations in our sequence arise due to
varying camera parameters, we experimented with exactly recovering the camera
response curves to compensate for these radiometric misalignments [12]. However this proved very sensitive to misalignments and foreground objects. Noting
that an aﬃne transformation across each RGB channel is able to fully account
for contrast and brightness changes [13, 14], we simply use a multiplicative term
λk that represents the contrast change across the patch. When pixels from the
best chosen patch Ψp̂∗ are to be copied into the timeline mosaic Mtime , λk is estimated by least squares minimization over the overlapping pixels. This correction
is applied before the missing pixels are ﬁlled in.
Figure 3 focuses on the result of inpainting with and without photometric
alignment on a section of the Building C sequence. When compared to [5], the
mosaics generated using this technique appear much more consistent and visually
pleasing. Even though we only model contrast changes, it is suﬃcient when
applied to a small patch and is able to propagate to a much larger scale.
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Positive examples of building patches

Negative examples from RANSAC outliers
Fig. 4. Instances of 11 × 11 patches from the Building A sequence used for training
the classiﬁer

2.4

Heuristics for Spatial Inpainting in Stage 2

Mosaic pixels that were never imaged in the timeline are detected in Stage 1 and
marked as a hole - to be completed in Stage 2 by a general spatial inpainting
algorithm. Given that most of the background has been recovered in Stage 1, only
a small fraction of pixels require conventional inpainting. We use the algorithm
of [2] with a few heuristics derived from domain knowledge. Firstly, we search
within the warped sequence W rather than the result of Stage 1 to improve
the likelihood of ﬁnding a good match. Secondly, since building facades exhibit
grid-like patterns, we limit the SSD search to lie within a horizontal and vertical
grid around the target patch. This serves to speed up the search through the
sequence and reduce the chances of picking a wrong patch to copy into the hole.

3
3.1

Measuring Building Likelihood
Appearance Modeling

The temporal information available from the timeline has already limited the
candidate pixels that can be copied to a small set of aligned image patches in
the stack W. It was suggested in our previous work [6] that the appearance
matching problem could be reformulated as classifying patches in a timeline as
building or foreground. Compared to the exhaustive search over Φ using SSD,
this could potentially be much more eﬃcient. We now explain our design of a
classiﬁer that can disambiguate between building and foreground patches.
Training Set. Most classiﬁcation and semantic recognition algorithms [15, 16,
17] rely on supervised training with a user manually marking out positive and
negative examples. Learning from a universal set of examples does not seem
appropriate to our task as the nature of building and non-building patches could
vary with location or even seasons. We instead use motion cues to generate
training examples speciﬁc to the particular sequence - thus bootstrapping the
learning for static patch classiﬁcation. Positive examples of building patches are
selected from the MAD inliers Φ by extracting n × n patches spaced by m pixels
on a regular grid (patches overlap when m < n). The patch size for learning
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and inpainting n was typically 9 or 11, and the spacing varied from m = 3 to
m = n. In addition, we detect Harris corners on the MAD inliers and add them
to the positive examples, with the hope of capturing the most important building
features also.
The negative examples belonging to trees, grass and so on are harder to extract. Rather than manually demarcate regions, we use the RANSAC outliers
from the image registration and mosaicing stage as possible examples of nonbuilding patches. This assumption is reasonable if the dominant motion from
frame-to-frame is that of the building. Even if a small set of RANSAC outliers
fall on the building - as it does in our case, the classiﬁcation algorithm should
be robust to these incorrect labellings. Figure 4 shows a few examples of 11 × 11
patches that were used for training. In a similar vein, if the MAD inliers alone
are unable to capture the salient building features due to excessive occlusion, we
add the RANSAC inliers to the training set as positive examples - albeit at the
risk of introducing more errors into the training set.
Modeling Pixel Color. An obvious ﬁrst step is to experiment with the discriminative ability of pixel color in separating the background from the foreground.
If indeed a statistical model can be learnt from the RGB values, it would have
the advantage of being spatially and temporally ﬁne-grained. Tracking and segmentation algorithms [18] have used Gaussian Mixture Models to model color
distributions. We take the set of RGB values from the training set patches to
model the foreground (F ) and background (B) as two Gaussian distributions
described by means μf , μb and covariances Σf , Σb . The computation of the foreground likelihood for pixel yi can now be framed as
p(yi |F ) =

1
1
exp {− (yi − μf )T Σf−1 (yi − μf )} + 
Zf
2

(2)

1/2

where Zf = (2 ∗ π)3/2 Σf . The background likelihood is also computed in a
similar manner. Given the RGB values of a pixel, the probability of it belonging
p(yi |B)
. Despite
to the building background is computed as P (yi = B) = p(yi |B)+p(y
i |F )
the lack of context, it provides a strong cue which is ﬁrst used to reﬁne any
obvious errors in the thresholded MAD inliers, especially in the homogeneous
regions.
Visual Features. Given several labeled image patches belonging to the building
and foreground, we wish to build an empirical model of building and non-building
features for the particular sequence. Our previous technique [6] used only color
and intensity of a patch to measure its appearance similarity to other building
patches. The n × n size patches are reduced to a low-dimensional space using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which maximizes the scatter of all the
training samples. However, PCA has various limitations (Gaussian distribution,
orthogonal linear combinations etc.), which could make it less applicable despite
its simplicity. We observe that building patches are likely to contain prominent
linear structures with a majority of them oriented horizontally or vertically. In
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addition, there could be texture variation in the brick or leaf that color alone
might not capture - even at the patch level.
Filter banks have been widely used for texture recognition [19, 15] as well
as object/scene categorization [16, 17]. We employ the common Base Filter Set
(BFS) used by [15] with 34 ﬁlters (8 orientations at 2 scales for 2 oriented ﬁlters,
plus 2 isotropic). Color patches are converted to grayscale before the convolution
is performed. In addition, we append the mean R, G, and B color values across
each channel to obtain a 37-dimensional feature vector. For better classiﬁcation
results, the input attributes were mapped to be within [-1,1] and the responses
normalized to prevent some attributes from dominating over others.
Appearance-Based Building Likelihood. The classiﬁer used should be robust to outliers in the training set and also generalize well over the training
examples without being too sensitive to the number of patches used for training.
We explore the two methods described below.
Nearest neighbor classiﬁer: Given a test patch Ψy , we can classify it as belonging to class ν̂ that has the maximum posterior probability. The patch Ψy is
ﬁrst projected into the k-dimensional feature space. Let (< x1 , V (x1 ) > . . . <
xN , V (xN ) >) be the N nearest neighbors and their associated labels from the
training examples. Then we return a distance weighted likelihood
N
wi (Ψy , xi )δ(Building , V (xi ))
papp (Ψy ) = i=1
N
i=1 wi (Ψy , xi )
where w(·, ·) is the reciprocal of the Euclidean distance between the two patches
and δ(a, b) = 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise.
Support Vector Machine: A Support Vector Machine (SVM) [20] classiﬁer was
trained on the set of patches to learn a model for building and foreground appearance. The 37-dimensional response of the ﬁlter bank was fed as the feature
vector to SVM. The data was normalized for more accurate results. We used
SVM with an RBF kernel to map the training vectors to a higher dimensional
space - the best γ being chosen by cross-validation experiments. The freely available SVM-Light package was used for training and classiﬁcation.
3.2

Motion Cues

The appearance likelihood method is coarse-grained since it operates on patches
using the whole neighborhood of pixels for support. This can result in patches
with a very small fraction of foreground pixels to be classiﬁed as building - a
common problem around the edges of leaves or branches. The color models, in
spite of working at pixel resolution, are not reliable enough as they completely
disregard context. To complement this, we employ motion cues that are spatially
ﬁne-grained but temporally coarse.
The intersection of a pair of successive, thresholded diﬀerence images was
suggested in [21] as a method for identifying foreground pixels. By converting
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Frame

PCA+KNN

FB+KNN

FB+SVM

Fig. 5. Comparison of pixel classiﬁcation on zoomed in section of a frame based on
PCA and ﬁlter banks(FB) with k-nearest neighbor (KNN,k = 10) and SVM. Green
shade indicates building while red regions indicate pixels classiﬁed as foreground.

the warped images to grayscale and scaling their intensity values to [0, 1] to
get {Wt }, we can adapt this approach to deﬁne a motion energy or foreground
image at time t. Also, p̄motion (Ψp̂t ) for a patch is the fraction of pixels in Ψp̂t with
background likelihood above a minimum threshold τmotion .

4
4.1

Results
Classiﬁcation

The quality of the static classiﬁer in distinguishing between building and nonbuilding pixels based on the local statistics in a patch would have a direct impact
on the spatiotemporal inpainting approach of [6], not only in preventing small
foreground pixels from bleeding into the ﬁnal mosaic, but also to pull in building patches that the motion cues would otherwise discard due to its temporal
coarseness.
Figure 5 zooms in on a small section of a frame and the corresponding result
of classiﬁcation based on PCA, ﬁlter banks and SVM. The classiﬁcation is done
independently on patches centered around every pixel. The training for Building
A was done with a total of 2908 patches, out of which 2169 were positive examples
from MAD and RANSAC inliers. The decision to classify a pixel as foreground
or background with k-nearest neighbor was made by setting a threshold of 0.8 on
papp . These numbers were arrived at after running the leave-one-out test with a
series of parameters and the model with the least percentage of error was chosen.
A few key factors can be noted. All methods seem to detect most of the
foreground or tree pixels. PCA essentially works on the RGB color values and
might not be able to pick up some of the high frequency variations that the ﬁlter
bank can. Texture-based classiﬁcation is thus able to do marginally better on
some of the tiny leaves or thin branches that occlude the building. SVM seems
the cleanest among all three methods for segmentation. It can generalize well
over the training set with several examples and the classiﬁcation is done in ﬁxed
time. In contrast, nearest neighbor approaches become very ineﬃcient as we add
more patches.
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Every third frame from 6 to 18 in the 22 frame sequence

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Building B sequence. (a) Median mosaic. (b) MAD outliers reﬁned by color
model that will be fed to the inpainting algorithm for ﬁlling. (c) Result after timeline
inpainting (Stage 1). (d) Result after spatial inpainting (Stage 2).

For quantitative results, we ran a leave-one-out test on the 2908 patches for
Building A. The best result using PCA was 15.1% error with 10-nearest neighbors and a distance threshold of 0.85. The lowest error using ﬁlter banks was
11.2% under the same settings. The best accuracy by far was obtained with SVM
which misclassiﬁed only 3.6% of the training examples. On closer inspection, it
was observed that most of these errors boiled down to incorrect labels in the
training examples itself.
4.2

Spatiotemporal Inpainting

Each of the appearance models as well as photometric alignment was integrated
into the inpainting framework of [6] for comparison. For lack of space, we only
show results using SVM learnt on the ﬁlter responses. Similar to Fig. 2, ﬁgures 6
and 7 illustrate the output at various stages for two other building sequences.
Compared to the SSD metric used in [5], the three appearance models and
classiﬁcation results demonstrate the feasibility of using them to make a hard
decision of background or foreground. Contrastingly, this is not possible using
SSD and one can only rely on the motion/parallax information that requires a
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Every alternate frame from 6 to 14 in an 18 frame sequence

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Building C sequence. (a) Median mosaic. (b) Result after spatial inpainting
(Stage 2).

background pixel to be imaged in three consecutive frames. The classiﬁcation
approaches are clearly much more eﬃcient (SSD required 778 seconds) since the
slowest of the 3 methods (FB+KNN) required only 115.3 seconds with deﬁnite
improvements in the quality of the mosaic.

5

Conclusion

We have described a method of training appearance-based classiﬁers from a
coarse RANSAC-based segmentation to recognize static imagery. The primary
motivation behind this work was to identify high frequency features that motionbased approaches alone could not consistently capture. However, we use motion
to bootstrap the learning and generalize over the training examples. We have
applied the results of our models to both static scene segmentation as well as
inpainting to recover texture maps of occluded building facades. Various types of
visual features - both intensity-based and texture-based - were proposed in order
to learn a low-dimensional representation of image patches to aid in accurate
classiﬁcation of image patches.
Inpainting a building facade is very hard due to the high amount of structure accentuating slight errors or misalignments. Most existing algorithms would
not be able to recover the whole facade behind the tree - and we have shown
promising results using appearance and motion cues. From the results at various
stages of the process, it is obvious that Stage 2 spatial inpainting is the weakest.
This is because most inpainting algorithms rely on greedy matching of patches.
A single bad choice can propagate errors without any backtracking procedure.
For example, the second window from the left in the upper story of Building B
reveals an error in the ﬁlling in. Our higher level semantic knowledge suggests
that a small white patch should be copied on the upper left edge of the window,
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but this kind of reasoning is not built into the inpainting. Our future work involves incorporating such abilities into the hole-ﬁlling. At a lower level, we wish
to experiment with gradient-domain methods [11] for blending patches and even
building entities like whole windows or doors. If the higher-level module reasons
from a single image that a window is completely occluded by a tree, we would
like to ﬁrst determine where the window ought to appear and seamlessly copy a
whole window from a diﬀerent part of the image.
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